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 3. IMVUKSA -- IMVU Texture Viewer. View all textures and animations from an IMVU account.4. IMVUKSA -- IMVU
Mesh and Texture Extractor. Copies meshes and textures from IMVU products. This program has been superseded by IMVU

Mesh Extractor.5. IMVUMesh -- IMVU Mesh Extractor. Copies meshes from IMVU products. This program has been
superseded by IMVU Mesh Resizer.6. IMVU Mesh Resizer. Copies meshes from IMVU products. This program has been

superseded by IMVU Mesh Resizer. "In my entire career I've never seen anything like this, and that's quite the understatement,"
said Ben Gomes, lead search strategist on Google's Social Networking project. "It's kind of the holy grail. That's like going to
the moon. It's incredible what they've done. It's so much more than just a tool." Google's research arm has been working for a

year on an automated system, which has already helped Google crack a major case of identity theft. The system, which
engineers call the "Googlebot," automatically searches the Internet looking for information on people, in an effort to track down

previous identities. So far the search engine giant says it has uncovered records on nearly 50 million stolen identities. It's a
search engine specifically designed to bypass privacy barriers that make it difficult for search companies to track down user

information. While others, such as Microsoft, have tried unsuccessfully to create web browsers that don't invade privacy,
Google has gone a step further. It developed a web browser, dubbed the Googlebot, which sifts through the billions of search
queries that Google's servers make every day. "They've created an incredible capacity to find this kind of information," said

Gomes. Google's bots are so powerful that at least two other companies have already launched tools to try to track down stolen
identities. But Google has a vast network of servers at its fingertips that no one else can match. "So what we're doing is basically

we're going through the search index, which is the index of all the pages that Google has crawled," Gomes said. "Every single
web page that's on the Internet, we're going through and trying to find out, has somebody in there with the name you gave us?"
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